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CDMA RADIO MULTIPLEX TRANSMITTING from a channel which transmits the information data by

DEVICE AND A CDMA RADIO MULTIPLEX making one channel (spreading code) as a reference signal

RECEIVING DEVICE for detection. An example of channel format is shown in

FIG. 1. Synchronous detection of the information data is

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 5 executed on the basis of an inferred phase by inferring a

phase of a channel which transmits the information data
1

.
Field of the Invention from a signal of a inversely spread pilot channel. In this case,

This invention relates to the CDMA radio multiplex there are instances where a pilot signal (PL signal) is

transmitting device and the CDMA radio multiplex receiv- transmitted in a strong electric power to improve its reli-

ing device used for digital cellular communication or the 10 ability compared to a channel transmitting other information

like. data, etc.

2. Description of the Related Art in the direct spreading CDMA, there is a multi code

A multiple access system is a line access system for plural transmission which is a system where an information

stations to communicate in the same band at the same time, exceeding an information transmitting speed per one chan-

and one of the multiple access systems is a CDMA (Code 15 nel (one spreading code) is transmitted. This is a system

Division Multiple Access) system. The CDMA system is a where, by allotting to one user plural channels, that is to say,

technology for multiple-accessing by spread spectrum a plurality of spreading codes, the transmitting end multi-

spreading communication transmitting spectrum of an infor- plexes and transmits the information data by dividing it into

mation signal spread into a fairly wide band width compar- plural channels. In the case where a synchronous detection

ing to the original information band width. This is also called 20 is performed in the multi code transmission, it is supposed

as Spread Spectrum Multiple Access (SSMA). A system that said pilot symbols or pilot channel is used,

multiplying a spreading sequence code as it is, by an FIG. 2 shows an example of a channel format wherein the

information signal for the purpose of spread spectrum multicode transmission is performed by using the pilot

spreading is called as a direct spreading CDMA system. In symbols. The information data is transmitted by using N+l
the direct spreading CDMA system, it is required to make 25 ^^^15 (spreading codes 0~N). A pilot symbols (pilot

strength of both an interference wave (communication wave signal) 1201 is inserted into each channel at an interval ofT
from other station) and a desired wave identical at a receiv- period. Accordingly, it is possible that the receiving end

ing end in order that plural communications can jointly have executes a synchronous detection per each channel by using

the same frequency band. This is generally called as near and the pilot symbols.

far problems. Solution of this far to near problem is a 30
Howevefj ^ the above described conventional multicode

prerequisite for realization of a CDMA transmission system.
transmission, a transmitter power of the pilot symbols is

The near and far problems noticeably arise for the recep- identical with the information data. Also, there is interfer-

tion in a base station which receives radio waves from many ence with the pilot symbols, particularly an effect of the

stations (mobile stations, etc.) in different locations at the ^ interrelation among spreading codes, and for this reason it is

same time. Hence arises a necessity for mobile stations to difficult to perform a highly reliable synchronous detection,

execute a transmitter power control according to the condi- V/\Ah
9 FIG 3 iiiustrates an example of a signal format in

tion of each transmission line. tne case wnere ^ multi code transmission is performed by

Further, in radio communication system, a TDD (Time using the pilot channel. The receiving end executes a phase

Division Duplex) system is known which tries to improve
4Q inference from a signal of a inversely spread pilot channel

frequency utilization efficiency by using the same frequency and, on the basis of the inferred phase, executes a synchro

-

band for both transmitting and receiving ends. The TDD nous detection of the information data in channels 1-N.

system is also called as a ping-poing system which is a However, in this case, since the PL signal is transmitted

system for communicating by time-sharing the same radio through the pilot channel in the information data transmit-

frequency for both transmission and reception.
45 ting period of channels 1-N, the information data signal is

Still further, among detection systems in digital interfered with the PL signal. Also, the PL signal is inter-

communication, a synchronous detection system has an fered with the information data. Especially in the case where

excellent static characteristics compared to a delay detection the PL signal is transmitted by an electric power higher than

system and it is a system where EbAO necessary for obtain- an information data transmitting channel so as to improve its

ing a certain average bit error rate (BER) is the lowest. As 50 reliability, a significant interference is caused,

a system for compensating distortion of transmitting signals
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

by fading, an insertion type synchronizing system is pro-
^ujvimakt ut in vuin uuin

posed ("a system for compensating phasing distortion of The present invention is made in the light of the above

16QAM for land mobile communication" by Mr. Seiichi described situation and its object is to provide an excellent

Mihei, transactions of IEICE, B-ll Vol. J72-B-11 No, 1 pp. 55 transmitting device and its receiving device which can

7-15, 1989). In this system, a pilot symbols is periodically improve performance of a synchronous detection by improv-

inserted into an information symbol to be transmitted and a ing reliability of a pilot symbols in a CDMA radio multiplex

detection is executed by inferring a transfer function of transmission.

channel, that is to say, a line condition. Also, a system [n order to realize the above described object of the

adopting the above described system to the direct spreading 60 prcsCnt invention, it is so arranged that the transmitting end

CDMA is proposed ("Characteristics of an insertion type transmits by periodically inserting the pilot symbols into one

synchronizing system in DS/CDMA" by Messrs. Azuma, channel (one spreading code) only which is multiplexed in

Taguchi and Ohono, IEICE, technical report RCS94-98, the multi code transmission. While, the receiving end infers

1994). a line condition (transfer function) from the pilot symbols

While, as a system making a synchronous detection 65 received and, on the basis of the information thus obtained,

possible in the direct spreading CDMA, there is a pilot a synchronous detection of each channel multiplexed is

channel. This is a system transmitting always independently preferred.

09/05/2003, EAST version: 1.04.0000
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Particularly, it is so arranged that a transmitting data is not

transmitted by other channel in a pilot transmitting period.

Or again, it is so arranged that the transmitting data is

transmitted by other channel in the pilot transmitting period

to the extent that reliability of the pilot symbols is not

damaged largely (within a limit tolerable for practical use).

According to the present invention, at the transmitting

end, interference with a pilot channel can be reduced by

transmitting the pilot symbols by inserting it into one

channel only. Also, at the receiving end, reliability of the

pilot symbols is increased due to reduction in interference

with the pilot symbols, as a result of which the synchronous

detection of all multiplexed channels becomes possible,

thereby improving a detection performance.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a model type view showing an example of a

transmission by a pilot channel.

FIG. 2 is a model type view of a channel format in a

conventional multi cord transmission using a pilot channel.

FIG. 3 is a model type view of a channel format in a

conventional multi cord transmission using the pilot chan-

nel.

FIG. 4 is a block diagram, showing a constitution of a

CDMA Radio Multiplex Transmitting Device related to the

first embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 5 is a model type view, showing an example of a

format chart in the first embodiment.

FIG. 6 is a model type view, showing an example of a

format chart in a modified version of the first embodiment.

FIG. 7 is a block diagram, showing a constitution of a

CDMA Radio Multiplex Receiving Device related to the

second embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 8 is a block diagram, showing a constitution of a

CDMA Radio Multiplex Receiving Device related to the

third embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 9 is a mode type view, showing an example of a

channel format in the forth embodiment of the present

invention.

FIG. 10 is a block diagram, showing a constitution of a

CDMA Radio Multiplex Receiving Device related to the

fifth embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 11 is a block diagram, showing a constitution of a

CDMA Radio Multiplex Receiving Device related to the

sixth embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 12 is a block diagram, showing a constitution of a

CDMA Radio Multiplex Transmitting Device related to the

seventh embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 13 is a model type view, showing an example of a

channel format in the seventh embodiment.

FIG. 14 is a model type view, showing an example of a

channel format in the eighth embodiment.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

Now, the embodiments of the present invention will be

concretely described as follows, referring to drawings

attached hereto:

(The First Embodiment)

FIG. 4 is a functional block diagram of a transmitting end

in a CDMARadio Multiplex Communication Device related

to the first embodiment of the present invention. In the

following description, the transmitting end of the CDMA
radio multiplex communication device is referred to as a

25

30

35

45

50

65

CDMA radio multiplex transmitting device and a receiving

end is referred to as a CDMA radio multiplex receiving

device.

The CDMA radio multiplex transmitting device as shown

in the drawing is provided with a separation circuit 102

which is supplied with a transmission data 101, a plurality

of spreading circuits (103-0-103-N) connected in parallel

with separated outputs from the separation circuit 102, a

plurality of switches 104 (104-0-104-N) disposed respec-

tively between a parallel output of the separation circuit 102

and a plurality of the spreading circuits 103, a multiplex

circuit 106 which is supplied with output signals from each

of the spreading circuits 103, a radio transmitting part 107

connected with output from the multiplex circuit 106, and an

antenna 108 which is supplied with RF signal from the radio

transmitting unit 107.

A plurality of the spreading circuits 103 are prepared only

in number corresponding to a plurality of spreading codes

0-N which are assigned to users practicing the multi code

transmission. Especially, a spreading circuit 103-0 assigned

with a spreading code 0 is so comprised that a PL signal 105

is input via a switch 104-0. The switch 104-0 connects

selectively with a terminal which is supplied with a PL
signal 105 for the spreading circuit 103 and a terminal which

is supplied with the transmitting data 101. A switchover

timing for the switch 104 will be described later.

In the CDMA radio multiplex transmitting device con-

structed as described above, the transmitting data 101 is

separated into (N+l) channels by the separation circuit 102.

A signal of each channel is spread into the spreading circuit

103 having different spreading code and multiplexed by the

multiplex circuit 106.

The pilot symbols (PL signal) 105 is inserted into a

channel with a spreading code 0 by the switch 104-0 at an

interval ofT period. There is no transmission signal of other

channel available in an insertion period(section) of the pilot

symbols. Therefore, the switch 104-0 is so controlled in such

manner that a transmission signal available in this section is

only the pilot symbols.

FIG. 5 shows a channel format in the multi code trans-

mission of the present embodiment. The channel format in

the multi code transmission is so arranged that a PL signal

transmission period 201 which is a period for transmitting a

PL signal and the information data transmission period 202

which is a period for transmitting the information data such

as a sound information or the like are repeated periodically.

A PL signal 203 is inserted into the PL signal transmission

period 201.

When the PL signal transmission period 201 begins, the

switch 104-0 of the channel having the spreading code 0 is

switched over so that the PL signal 105 is input to the

spreading circuit 103-0 which is assigned with the spreading

code 0. While, other switches 104-1-104-N are separated

from each output of the separation circuit 102. This aspect

is kept until the PL signal transmission period 201 ends. As
a result, there arises a situation in the PL transmission period

201 where the PL signal 203 alone is transmitted in one

channel and the transmission data 101 is not transmitted in

other channel.

At the same time the PL signal transmission period 201

ends, an information data transmission period 202 begins.

When the information data transmission period 202 begins,

the switch 104-0 having the spreading code 0 is switched

over so that a transmitting signal output from the separation

channel 102 is input to the spreading circuit 103-0 which is

assigned with the spreading code 0. While, other switches

104-1-104-N are switched over so that transmitting signals

09/05/2003, EAST Version: 1.04.0000
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of other channels which are output from the separation extracted from a inversely spread signal. And by using

circuit 102 are input to corresponding spreading circuits phases and the like of each symbol of the information data

103-1-103-N. This aspect is kept until the information data transmission period which are inferred in the line condition

transmission period 202 ends. inference circuit 406, each channel is detected by the syn-

Signals of (N+l) channels output from (N+l) spreading s chronous detection circuit 407. Furthermore, it is binary-

circuits 103-0-103-N are multiplexed by the multiplex valuated by a binary value determination circuit 408 and

circuit 106 and the PL signal 203 of the spreading code 0 outP^ ™ a receiving data 410 after being composed mto one

alone is transmitted at an interval of T period.
sequence data by the composition circuU 409.

Signals multiplexed by the multiplex circuit 106 are
According to the above described embodiment, in the

j -i j, iL ' -titi* j* *** j n multi code transmission, interference with the pilot symbols
modulated by the radio transmitting unit 107 and transmitted 10 ^ elimina,ed b Kceivi ,he i]ot bo]s^ /

,rans.

by an antenna 108 after bemg up-converted to transmission m^d by Q^ Qne ^ A]so> a synchronous
frequency,

detection of all multiplexed channels can be executed by
As for a spreading code used for the PL signal, it is all mferring a line condition by a highly reliable pilot symbols,

right if it is other than a sign used for a spreading of a ^ Embodiment)
transmission data and it is apparent that a system giving an is piG. 8 is a functional block of a CDMA radio multiplex
independent spreading code to the PL signal 301 may be transmitting device in a CDMA radio multiplex communi-
allowable as an example shown in FIG. 6. eating device in the third embodiment according to the

According to the above described embodiment, the trans- present invention. The third embodiment is so constituted

mitting end can reduce interference with the pilot channel by that a transmitter power of the PL signal 505 is controlled by

transmitting the pilot symbols inserted into one channel 20 inputting a transmission control signal 502 into a radio

only. Also, the receiving end can increase reliability of the transmitting unit 501 of the CDMA radio multiplex trans-

pilot symbols because of reduction in the interference with mitting device. Except that the transmitter power of the PL
the pilot symbols and, as a result, a synchronous detection of signal is controlled by using a transmitter power control

all multiplexed channels becomes possible, thereby improv- signal, it is identical in constitution with that of the first

ing a detection performance. 25 embodiment.

(The Second Embodiment) In the same manner with the first embodiment, the trans-

The second embodiment according to the present inven- mitting data 501 is separated into (N+l) channels by a

tion is an example of a CDMA radio multiplex receiving separation circuit 502. Separated signals of each channel are

device which forms a receiving end in a CDMA radio spread by the spreading circuit 503 which has a different

multiplex communication device of the above described first 30 spreading code and multiplexed by the multiplex circuit 506.

embodiment. This CDMA radio multiplex receiving device The pilot symbols (PL signal) 505 is inserted into a channel

performed a synchronous detection of a data transmitted by having a spreading code 0 by the switch 504 at an interval

radio communication from the same CDMA Radio Multi- of T period. In a pilot symbols transmission period, there

plex Transmitting Device as that of the first embodiment. exists no transmitting signal of other channel. Hence, a

FIG. 7 is a functional block of the CDMA radio multiplex 35 transmitting signal existing in this section is only the pilot

receiving device in the second embodiment. The CDMA signal. Multiplexed signals are modulated by the radio

radio multiplex receiving device as shown in the figure is transmitting unit 501 and transmitted by the antenna 508

provided with an antenna 401, a radio receiving unit 402, a after being up-converted to transmission frequency,

plurality of inverse spreading circuits 403 (403-0-403-N) At this time, in the radio transmitting unit 501, a trans-

connected in parallel with output from the radio receiving 40 mission is executed by making a transmitter power per

unit 402, a plurality of synchronous detection circuits 407 channel of the pilot symbols transmission period stronger

connected in parallel with output from each of the inverse than other section by controlling the transmitter power

spreading circuit 403, a line condition inference circuit 406 periodically according to the transmitter power control sig-

supplied with specific output from the inverse spreading nal 502. The operation of the receiving end is identical to

circuit 403 via a switch 404, a plurality of binary determi- 45 that of the second embodiment.

nation circuits 408 connected in parallel with each output of According to the above described embodiment, because

the synchronizing circuit 407, and a composition circuit 409 interference with the pilot symbols is relatively decreased, it

connected with each output of the binary value judgment is possible to enhance reliability of the pilot symbols,

circuits 408. thereby improving a synchronous detection performance.

In the CDMA radio multiplex receiving device con- 50 Further, as a method for transmitting by making a trans-

structed as described above, a signal received by the antenna mitter power of the pilot symbols transmission period stron-

401 is down-converted by the radio receiving unit 402 and ger than other section, such a method can be considered as

demodulated. Then it is inversely spread by the inverse possible to realize the enhancement by that the pilot symbols

spreading circuit 408, using each spreading code. signal 505 before being input to the spreading circuit 503-0

The pilot symbols (PL signal) is extracted from a signal 55 is made larger compared to a transmitting data signal, in

inversely spread by the spreading code 0 via the switch 404. addition to a method where the transmitter power is con-

The switch 404 is connected with the line condition infer- trolled by time.

ence circuit 406 for a period alone that a PL signal 405 exists For example, in the case where the transmitting data

by synchronizing with the PL signal transmission period 201 signal is considered as a binary value signal of ±1, if a pilot

as shown in FIG. 5 or FIG. 6. During the other period 60 symbols signal 505 is treated as a signal of ±m and trans-

corresponding to the information data transmission period mitted by spreading it as a signal of m times size, the pilot

202, the switch 404 is connected with the synchronous symbols is supposed to be transmitted by m2 (=M) times

detection circuit 407. By controlling a connection end of the power of the transmitter power per one channel of the

switch 404 as described above, the line condition inference transmitting data,

circuit 406 can be supplied with the PL signal 405. 65 (The Fourth Embodiment)

The line condition inference circuit 406 infers transfer The constitution of a CDMA radio multiplex transmitting

function of a circuit on the basis of the PL signal 405 device in the present embodiment is the same with that of the

09/05/2003, EAST Version: 1.04.0000
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first embodiment. In FIG. 4, when a transmitting data 101 is

separated by the separation circuit 102, it is separated into a

control data and an information data (such as sound data,

etc.) which are transmitted to the spreading circuit 103 as a

different channel. However, if the transmitting data 101 is

separated into two lines of the control data and the infor-

mation data from the first to be input, there is no need to

separate it again by the separation circuit 102. The operation

thereafter is the same with that of the first embodiment.

An example of channel format in the above described

multi code transmission is shown in FIG. 9. It is the example

where signals of (N-t-1) channels are multiplexed and a PL
signal 601 of a spreading code 0 alone is transmitted with M
times power of the data transmission period at an interval of

T period. In this embodiment, multiplexed channels include

a D channel 602 for communication which transmits the

control data and a B channel 603 for communication which

transmits the information data and, by using a spreading

code 0 of the D channel, the PL signal 601 is transmitted.

In the case where the control data is transmitted by

spreading it into each channel, transmitting speed of the

control data changes according to a number of multiplexed

channels. A system where capacity of the control data does

not depend on the transmitting speed of the information data

is not an efficient system.

On the contrary, in the system where the control trans-

mitting data and the information data are transmitted by a

different channel as the system described above, an efficient

transmission of the control data is possible without any

effect from a multiple number of the information data.

Hence, by adapting a system which accommodates the

information data of variously different speed, an efficient

transmission of the multi code can be realized.

(The Fifth Embodiment)

A functional block of a CDMA radio multiplex receiving

device in a CDMA radio multiplex transmitting device

according to the present embodiment is shown in FIG. 10.

The constitution of the CDMA radio multiplex transmitting

device is the same with that of the first embodiment.

The present embodiment is so constituted that a RAKE
composition circuit 710 is added to a device constitution as

shown in the second embodiment. Therefore, except for the

RAKE composition circuit 700 mentioned above, it is iden-

tical in constitution with FIG. 7.

In the CDMA radio multiplex receiving device according

to the present embodiment, a signal received by the antenna

701 is inversely spread by the inverse spreading circuit 703

by using each spreading code after it is down-converted and

demodulated by the radio receiving unit 702. The pilot

symbols (PL signal) 705 is extracted from a signal inversely

spread by the spreading code 0 via the switch 704 and, on

the basis of the information thus obtained, transfer function

of a circuit is inferred in the line condition inference circuit

706.

At this time, the line condition inference circuit 706 not

only infers phases of each symbol for a synchronous detec-

tion purpose, but it also sets or renews weighting factor of

a delay line,etc. by treating the pilot symbols as a training

signal necessary for the RAKE which is a path diversity.

And by using phases, etc of each symbol of the inferred

information data transmission period, each channel is

detected by the synchronous detection circuit 707 and diver-

sified by a RAKE composition circuit 710.

Further, it is binary-valuated by the binary determination

circuit 708 and output as a receiving data 711 after it is

composed into one data sequence by the composition circuit

709.
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According to the above described embodiment, in the

multi code transmission, by receiving the pilot symbols

which is transmitted in one spreading code only, a line

condition (transfer function) can be inferred and a synchro-

nous detection of all multiplexed channels as well as a

RAKE composition can be executed.

(The Sixth Embodiment)

A functional block of a CDMA radio multiplex receiving

device in a CDMA radio multiplex transmitting device of the

present embodiment is shown in FIG. 11. The constitution of

the CDMA radio multiplexed transmitting device in this

embodiment is the same with that of the first embodiment.

The present embodiment is so constituted that a transmit-

ter power control calculation section 810 is added to a device

constitution as shown in the second embodiment. Therefore,

except for the transmitter power control calculation section

810, it is identical in constitution with that of FIG. 7.

In the CDMA radio multiplex receiving device in the

present embodiment, a signal received by the antenna 801 is

inversely spread by the inverse spreading circuit 803, using

each spreading code after it is down-converted and demodu-

lated by a radio receiving unit 802. The pilot symbols (PL

signal) 805 is extracted from a signal inversely spread by the

spreading code 0 via the switch 804 and, on the basis of the

information thus obtained, transfer function of a line is

inferred in the line condition inference circuit 806.

At this time, by obtaining a receiving power and INR
(Signal to Interference—plus—Noise Ratio) in the line

condition inference circuit 806, a transmitter power is cal-

culated by the transmitter power control calculation section

810 and output to a transmitting unit.

While, a inverse spreading signal of each channel is

detected by the synchronous detection circuit 807, using

phases of each symbol inferred by the line condition infer-

ence circuit 806. Further, it is binary-valuated by the binary

determination circuit 808 and output as a received data 810"

after being composed into one data sequence by the com-

position circuit 809.

According to the above described embodiment, in the

multi code transmission, by receiving a pilot symbols trans-

mitted by only one spreading code, performance of the fine

condition (transfer function) inference is improved and a

synchronous detection of all multiplex channels can be

executed. At the same time, a highly effective transmitter

power control can be executed.

(The Seventh Embodiment)

A functional block of a CDMA radio multiplex transmit-

ting device in a CDMA radio multiplex transmitting device

of the present embodiment is shown in FIG. 12. The

constitution of the CDMA radio multiplex receiving device

in the present embodiment is the same with that of the

second embodiment.

The present embodiment is so constituted that the PL
signal 905, a ramp up (RP) signal 910, a ramp down (RD)

signal 911 and the transmitting data 901 can be selectively

input to the spreading circuit 903-0. Therefore, it is provided

with a switch 912. The object of the ramping signal is to

prevent a spurious emission toward outside from a trans-

mission band which is caused by a steep rise and fall of a

signal in a burst transmission.

In the CDMA radio multiplex transmitting device as

constituted above, the transmitting data 901 is separated into

(N+l) channels by the separation circuit 902 in the same

manner with that of the third embodiment. A separated

signal of each channel is spread by the spreading circuits

903-0-903-N having different spreading sings and multi-

plexed by the multiplex circuit 906.
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The pilot symbols (PL signal) 905 is inserted into a

channel (a spreading circuit 903-0) having a spreading code

0 by a switch 912 at an interval of T period. In the case of

a burst signal, there is no necessity for the T period always

to be fixed. The ramp up (RU) signal 910 is inserted at the

starting time of the transmission period and the ramp down
(RD) signal 911 is inserted at the closing time of the

transmission period. Aswitchover of said signals is executed

by the switch 912. In the pilot symbols and the ramping

signal transmission periods, there exists no transmitting

signal of other channel and therefore the channel alone of the

spreading code 0 exists in the transmitting signal of these

transmission periods.

A channel format example in the multi code transmission

is shown in FIG. 13. This is one embodiment of the multi

code transmission in CDM/TDD, In FIG. 13, 1001 is a PL
signal, 102 is a ramp up signal, 1003 is a ramp down signal,

1004 is a guard time, 1005 is a D channel for

communication, 1006 is a B channel for communication,

1007 is a transmission period and 1008 is a receiving

section.

TDD is a system where the same radio frequency is

timenshared for transmission/reception so as to make com-

munication. Therefore, even in FIG. 13, the transmission

period 1007 and the receiving section 1008 are time-shared.

The guard time (GD) 1004 is a section for avoiding a

collision between a transmitting signal and a receiving

signal. In the present embodiment, the PL signal 1001 is

inserted at the starting time and the closing time of the

information data. When the transmission period is longer

than a PL signal insertion period T, a plurality of PL signals

will be inserted into the information data.

Signals multiplexed by the multiplex circuit 906 are

modulated by the radio transmitting unit 901 and transmitted

from the antenna 908 after being up-converted to transmit-

ting frequency. At this time, in the radio transmitting unit

907, by making a transmission control periodically through

the transmission power control signal 909, it is possible to

transmit by making a transmission power of the pilot sym-

bols transmission period stronger than a transmitter power

per one channel of other section. The operation of the

receiving end is the same with that of the second embodi-

ment.

In FIG. 13, an example is shown where (N+l) channels

are multiplexed and the PL signal 1001 is transmitted with

M times (1§M^N+1) of the transmission power per chan-

nel of the data transmission period. In the present

embodiment, multiplexed channels include a D channel for

communication 1005 which transmits a control data and a B
channel for communication 1006 which transmit the infor-

mation data and by using the spreading code 0 of the D
channel a transmission of the PL signal 1001 is made. In the

same manner, the ramp up (RU) signal 1002 at the starting

time of the transmission period and the ramp down (RD)

signal 1003 at the closing time of the transmission period are

inserted into the D channel for communication and trans-

mitted.

According to the above described embodiment, by trans-

mitting not only the pilot symbols but also the ramping

signal by one channel only in the multicode transmission of

the burst transmission, simplification of a transmitting

device can be realized. Also, in a propagation circumstance

where a delay wave exceeds one symbol, the number of the

spreading codes multiplexed in the ramp section is

decreased and consequently the effect of interference

(interrelation, etc.) given by a delay wave of the ramping

signal to an adjacent symbol (which is a pilot symbols n the

above described case) can be also decreased.

20

25

As described above in details, in the present invention, the

transmitting end eliminates interference among the pilot

symbols of each channel by transmitting the pilot symbols

inserted into one channel only in multicode transmission.

5 Also, in the synchronizing sequence system, by decreasing

interference (interference among other stations), to the pilot

symbols of other stations at the same time, interference

performance of a line condition (transfer function) by the

pilot symbols is improved. In addition, a synchronous detec-

10 tion performance of all multiplexed channels is improved.

Further, it is also effective in that, by the improved perfor-

mance of the inference of the line condition (transfer

function) due to the pilot symbols, performance of the

RAKE composition and a transmitter power control is

35 enhanced.

(The Eighth Embodiment)

The constitution of a CDMA radio multiplex transmitting

device in the present embodiment is the same with that of the

first embodiment. In the first embodiment, there exists no

transmitting signals of other channels in the pilot symbols

insertion section and a transmitting signal that exists there is

a pilot symbols only. On the contrary, in the present

embodiment, the switch 104-0 for a channel having a

spreading code 0 in FIG. 4 is switched over at an interval of

T period, but switches 104-1-104-N for channels having

spreading sings 1-N are not switched over and always in ON
(connection) condition. The constitution of the CDMA radio

multiplex receiving device is the same with that of the

second embodiment.

30 FIG. 14 shows an example of a channel format in the

multicode transmission of the present embodiment. A chan-

nel 0 is composed of a PL signal transmission period 1401

and an information data transmission period 1402 in T
period. A PL signal 1403 is inserted into a PL signal

35 transmission period 1401. Signals of (N+l) channels are

multiplexed and a PL signal of a spreading code 0 is

transmitted at an interval ofT period. At the same time, an

information data is transmitted in other channel.

In the case where the data of spread (N+l) channels are

40 transmitted from the radio transmitting unit 107 after they

are separated into two orthogonalized phases (I, Q) to be

multiplexed in the multiplex circuit 106, a signal which is

multiplexed and transmitted in the same phase with the

channel 0 including the PL signal interfere with the PL
signal. At this time, a signal of other channel which is

multiplexed and transmitted in another orthogonalized phase

does not interfere with the PL signal because it is orthogo-

nalized. If not so, even in the case where an orthogonalized

relation is not complete due to a delay wave existing,

interference turns out only small. For this reason, it is

possible to reduce interference and reliability of the pilot

symbols can be enhanced. Further, since it is all right to

arrange the PL signal in one code only, transmitting effi-

ciency in the multi code transmission can be enhanced

because the information data can be transmitted to the PL
signal transmission period 1401 in other channels.

Also, at a receiving end, in the same manner with that of

the second embodiment, a synchronous detection can be

executed for all multiplexed channels by inferring a line

60 condition from the pilot symbols of the channel 0.

Further, in the present embodiment, it is apparent that, in

the same manner with the fourth embodiment, it is possible

to distinguish a transmitting data from a control data as well

as an information data and transmit it from a different

65 channel.

In a cellular system where a radio communication of a

CDMA system is made between a base station device and a

45

50

55
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mobile station device moving in cell, a highly reliable pilot

symbols can be transmitted and received by providing the

base station device and the mobile station device with a

CDMA radio multiplex communication device as described

above in the first till the eighth embodiments.

The present invention is not limited to a cellular system,

but can be applied to the multicode transmission of variously

different radio communication systems.

What is claimed is:

1. A transmitting device for executing radio communica-

tion by using a direct sequence CDMA system, comprising:

means for separating transmitting date into a plurality of

channels;

means for periodically inserting a pilot symbol into one of

many channels including said plurality of channels of

said transmitting data;

means for spreading to each channel by spreading codes

assigned to the transmitting data separated into said

plurality of channels and the pilot symbols;

means for multiplexing the spread transmitting data and

each signal of the pilot symbols; and

means for radio transmitting the multiplexed signals,

wherein data transmission is not executed by another of

said plurality of channels, in a transmitting period of

said pilot symbol.

2. A transmitting device according to claim 1; wherein

transmitter power of the transmission period of said pilot

symbols is so controlled that the transmitter power becomes

stronger than transmitter power per each channel of a data

transmission period of other channels.

3. A transmitting device according to claim 1; wherein

signal level of the pilot symbols before spreading thereof

is set at m times (m>l) of signal level of the transmit-

ting data before spreading thereof.

4. A transmitting device according to claim 1; wherein a

control data and an information data are transmitted by a

different channel when the control data and the information

data are included in said transmitting data.

5. A transmitting device according to claim 1; wherein the

transmitting data and pilot symbols separated into said plural

channels are burst-transmitted by using TDD (Time Divi-

sion Duplex) transmission or intermittent transmission sys-

tem.

6. A transmitting device according to claim 5; wherein in

the burst transmission by TDD transmission or intermittent

transmission system, a ramping signal is transmitted only by

a channel including pilot symbols.

7. A transmitting device according to claim 1; wherein the

data transmission is executed by other channel in the trans-

mitting period of said pilot symbols.

8. A transmitting device according to claim 7; when said

transmitting data include control data and information data,

said control data and said information data are transmitted

by different channels respectively.

9. A transmitting device for executing radio communica-

tion by a direct sequence CDMA system, comprising:

a separation circuit for separating transmitting data into a

plurality of channels;

a plurality of spreading circuits which are arranged cor-

responding to said plurality of channels including chan-

nels of the separated transmitting data;

coupling means for operatively coupling said separation

circuit and said spreading circuit so that a plurality of

transmitting data output from said separating circuit are

input to said spreading circuit corresponding thereto,

'5,558 Bl
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pilot insertion means for periodically inputting a pilot

symbol into one of plural spreading circuits disposed

corresponding to said plural channels;

a multiplex circuit for multiplexing each of spread signals

5 output from each of said spreading circuits; and

a radio transmitting circuit for radio transmitting multi-

plexed signals output from said multiplex circuit,

wherein said radio transmission circuit only transmits

said pilot symbol in a transmitting period of said pilot
10

symbol.

10. A transmitting device according to claim 9; wherein

said coupling means simultaneously releases a connection of

each of said separation circuits and each of said spreading

circuits at the starting time of a pilot transmitting period
15

periodically arriving and simultaneously releases the con-

nection of said separation circuits and said spreading circuits

at the closing time of the present pilot transmitting period

and that said pilot insertion means starts inputting said

2(J
pilot symbols into one of said spreading circuits at the

starting time of said pilot transmitting period and stops

inputting said pilot symbols at the closing time of the

present pilot transmitting period.

11. A transmitting device according to claim 9; wherein

25
said coupling means always connections each of spreading

circuits and said separation circuits except for said spreading

circuits where said pilot symbols are input and releases the

connection of said separation circuits and said spreading

circuits where pilot symbols are input at the starting time of

3Q
the present pilot symbols transmitting period,

and that said pilot insertion means starts inputting said

pilot symbols into said pilot spreading circuits at the

starting time of said pilot transmitting period and stops

inputting said pilot symbols at the closing time of the

35 present pilot symbols transmitting period.

12. A transmitting device according to claim 9; wherein

said coupling means always connections each of said sepa-

ration circuits and said spreading circuits except for said

spreading circuit where said pilot symbols are input,

40 and that said pilot insertion means starts inputting said

pilot signals into said spreading circuits at the starting

time of said pilot transmitting period and stops input-

ting said pilot symbols at the closing time of said pilot

transmitting period.

45 13.Areceiving device for executing radio communication

by a direct sequence CDMA system, comprising:

means for receiving radio signals;

means for assigning the received signals into a plurality of

channels corresponding to a number of channels avail-
50

able at a transmitting end;

means for inversely spreading, in parallel, signals

assigned to the plurality of channels both including

spreading codes used for spreading of transmitting data

S5
at the transmitting end and by plural spreading codes

used for spreading of pilot symbols, wherein the trans-

mitting end does not transmit data in another channel in

a transmitting period of said pilot symbols;

means for extracting pilot symbols from inversely spread

60
signals by spreading codes used for spreading of said

pilot symbols;

means for inferring transfer function of lines from the

extracted pilot symbols;

means for executing in parallel a synchronous detectioo of

65 plural signals inversely spread by a plurality of spread-

ing codes used for inverse spreading of said transmit-

ting data; and
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means for composing a plurality of signals which are

synchronizing detected.

14. A receiving device according to claim 13;

comprising a means for executing a RAKE composition

on the basis of a line condition inferred from said pilot

symbols.

15.A receiving device according to claim 13, comprising;

means for detecting receiving power or SINR (Signal to

Interference plus Noise Ratio) from said pilot symbols

and;

means for generating signals for controlling transmitter

power corresponding to line condition or communica-

tion quality from detected receiving power or SINR.

16.A receiving device for executing radio communication

by using a direct sequence CDMA system, comprising;

a radio receiving circuit for assigning signals received by

radio communication into a plurality of channels;

a plurality of spreading circuits for inversely spreading

signals supplied in parallel from said radio receiving

circuit by a plurality of spreading codes including

spreading codes used for spreading of transmitting data

in the transmitting end and spreading codes used for

spreading of a pilot symbols;

pilot extracting means for extracting said pilot symbols
' according to an insertion period of tie pilot symbols

periodically inserted by the transmitting end from out-

put signals of spreading circuit assigned with spreading

codes used for spreading of said pilot symbols, wherein

the transmitting end does not transmit data in another of

said plurality of channels in a transmitting period of

said pilot symbols;

a line condition inference circuit for inferring transfer

function of line from the extracted pilot symbols;

a plurality of synchronous detection circuits for synchro-

nously detecting output signals of corresponding

spreading circuits on the basis of said inferred transfer

function of lines disposed respectively corresponding

to said plural spreading circuits; and

a composition circuit for composing output signals of said

synchronous detection circuits.

17. A radio communication device having transmitting

and receiving devices for transmitting and receiving data by

a direct sequence CDMA system; comprising;

means for separating transmitting data into a plurality of

channels;

means for periodically inserting pilot symbols into one of

plural channels including channels of said transmitting

data;

means for spreading said transmitting data separated into

said plural channels and pilot symbols by spreading

codes respectively assigned to each channel;

means for multiplexing each signal of the spread trans-

mitting data and pilot symbols;

means for radio transmitting said multiplexed signals,

said means for radio transmitting not transmitting data

in another of said plural channels in a transmitting

period of said pilot symbols;

wherein said receiving device comprises

means for receiving radio signals;

means for assigning the received signals into plural chan-

nels corresponding to a number of channels at the

transmitting end;

means for inversely spreading in parallel signals assigned

into plural channels by plural spreading codes includ-
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ing spreading codes used for spreading of transmitting

data by the transmitting end and spreading codes used

for spreading of pilot symbols;

means for extracting pilot symbols from signals inversely

spread by spreading codes used for spreading of said

pilot symbols;

means for inferring transfer functions of lines from the

extracted pilot symbols;

means for synchronously detecting in parallel a plurality

of signals inversely spread by a plurality of spreading

codes used for inverse spreading of said transmitting

data; and

means for composing a plurality of signals synchronously

detected.

18. Abase station device for radio communicating with a

mobile station device by a direct sequence CDMA system;

comprising a radio communication device as described in

claim 17.

19. A mobile station device for communication by- radio

with a base station device by a direct sequence CDMA
system;

comprising a radio communication device as described in

claim 17.

20. A method for performing radio communication by

direct sequence CDMA system, comprising:

separating transmitting data into a plurality of channels;

periodically inserting a pilot symbols into one of said

plurality of channels including channels for the trans-

mitting data, wherein data is not transmitted by another

of said plurality of channels in a transmitting period of

the pilot symbols;

spreading the transmitting data separated into said plu-

rality of channels and the pilot symbols by spreading

codes assigned to respective channels;

multiplexing respective signals of the diverged transmit-

ting data and the pilot symbols; and

radio transmitting said multiplexed signals.

21. A method for performing radio communication by

direct sequence CDMA system, comprising:

separating transmitting data into a plurality of channels;

periodically inserting a pilot symbols into one of said

plurality of channels including channels for the trans-

mitting data, wherein data is not transmitted by another

of said plurality of channels in a transmitting period of

the pilot symbols;

spreading the transmitting data separated into said plu-

rality of channels and the pilot symbols by spreading

codes assigned to respective channels;

multiplexing respective signals of the diverged transmit-

ting data and the pilot symbols;

radio transmitting said multiplexed signals; and

controlling the transmitter power of the transmitting

period of said pilot symbols so as to become stronger

than the transmitter power per one channel of the data

transmitting period of the other channels.

22. A method for performing radio communication by

direct sequence CDMA system, comprising:

separating transmitting data into a plurality of channels;

periodically inserting a pilot symbols into one of said

plurality of channels including channels for the trans-

mitting data, wherein data is not transmitted by another

of said plurality of channels in a transmitting period of

the pilot symbols;

spreading the transmitting data separated into said plu-

rality of channels and the pilot symbols by spreading

codes assigned to respective channels;
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multiplexing respective signals of the diverged transmit- 28. A transmitting device according to claim 27, wherein

ting data and the pilot symbols; transmitter power of the transmission period of said pilot

radio transmitting said multiplexed signals; and symbols » so controlled that the transmitter power becomes

7 , , r - stronger than transmitter power per each channel of a data
setting the signal level of the pilot symbols before spread-

$ transmission period of other channels.
ing to amount of m (m>l) times of the signal level of 29. A transmitting device according to claim 27, wherein
the transmitting data before spreading. a signal ]evel 0f the p iiot symbols before spreading thereof

23. A method for performing radio communication by is set at m times (m>l) of signal level of the transmitting

using a direct sequence CDMA system, comprising the steps data before spreading thereof.

of: 30. A transmitting device according to claim 26, wherein

receiving a radio signal-
1

a control data and an information data are transmitted by a

assigning the received signal into a plurality of channels f^™1 phannel when the control data and the information

a- .„ , i.„.f j...Mi..;,„«,m,'.h'™ data are included in said transmittmg data,
corresponding to a number of channels at transmitting n A^^^g device accordin

6
g to claim 26> wherein

en
' the transmitting data and pilot symbols separated into said

spreading inversely the signal assigned into the plurality 15 plurality of channels are burst-transmitted by using TDD
of channels by a plurality of spreading codes including (Time Division Duplex) transmission or intermittent trans-

the spreading code used for spreading of transmitting mission system, and in the burst-transmission by TDD
data at the transmission end and the spreading code transmission or intermittent transmission system, a ramping

used for spreading of the pilot symbols, wherein data is signal is transmitted only by a channel including pilot

not transmitted by another of said plurality of channels 20 symbols.

in a transmitting period of said pilot symbols; 32. A method for performing radio communication by

extracting the pilot symbols from the signals inversely ^ sequence CDMA system comprising:

diverged by the spreading code used for spreading of separating transmittmg data into a plurality of channels;

said pilot symbols* periodically inserting a pilot symbol into one of said

inferring transfer function of line from the extracted pilot
25 plurality of channels including channels for the trans-

Li.. milting data;
S^m ° '

« , • « ^ L , i. r spreading the transmitting data separated into said plu-
detecting synchronously m parallel the plurality of signals

rality of charmels and me pilol symbols by spreading
inversely spread by the spreading code used for inverse assigned to respective channels;
spreading of said transmitting data, corresponding to

3Q multiplexmg respective signals of the diverged transmit-
the inferred transfer function of line; and ^ data^ the pilot symbols;

composing the plurality of signals detected synchro- ramo transmitting said multiplexed signals; and

nously. controlling the transmitter power of the transmitting

24. A method according to claim 23, further comprising period of said pilot symbols so as to become stronger

the step of: 35 than the transmitter power per one channel of the data

performing RAKE composition based on the line condi- transmitting period of the other channels.

tion inferred from said pilot symbols. 33. A method according to claim 32, further comprising:

25. A method according to claim 23, further comprising setting the signal level of the pilot symbols before spread-

trie steps of: ing to an amount of m (m>l) times of the signal level

detecting the reception electric power or SINR (Signal to 40 of the transmitting data before spreading.

Interference-plus-Noise Ratio) from said pilot symbols; 34 The transmitting device according to claim 1, wherein

aud only said pilot symbol is transmitted in a transmitting period

generating a signal to control the transmitter power cor-
of

^
s
?
id
JP

ilot sy?*oL
. j>

responding to the line condition or communication 3S - ™e receiving device according to claim 13, wherein

quality from the detected reception electric power or 45 the transmittmg end only transmits said pilot symbol in a

SINR transmitting period of said pilot symbol.

26. A transmitting device for executing radio communi- 36 -^ receiving device according to claim 16, wherein

cation by using a direct sequence CDMAsystem, compris- thc transmitting end only transmits said pilot symbol in a

transmitting period of said pilot symbol.

f * t
• j <n 37. The radio communication device according to claim

means for separating transmitting data into a plurality of 3U
, c . .... .

&
. ..

i i .
17, wherein, said means for radio transmitting only transmits

cnanne
,

r said P^ot symbol in a transmitting period of said pilot
means for periodically inserting a pilot symbol into one of

symbol.
many channels including said plurality of channels of '

38 Tfae method according t0 claim 2o, wherein only said
said transmitting data; ^ pilot symb0ls are transmitted in a transmitting period of the

means for spreading to each channel by spreading codes pilot symbols.
assigned to the transmitting data separated into said 39 xhe meth0CI according to claim 23, wherein only said

plurality of channels and the pilot symbols; pilot symbols are transmitted in a transmitting period of the

means for multiplexing the spread transmitting data and pilot symbols,

each signal of the pilot symbols; and
60 40. A transmitting device for executing radio communi-

means for radio transmitting the multiplexed signals, cation by using a direct sequence CDMA system, compris-

wherein said pilot symbols are periodically inserted into mS :

a channel different from a channel of said transmitting means for separating transmitting data into a plurality of

data, codes comprising a plurality of channels;

27. A transmitting device according to claim 26, wherein 65 means for periodically inserting a pilot symbol into one of

data transmission is not executed by an other channel in a many codes including said plurality of codes of said

transmitting period of said pilot symbols. transmitting data;
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means for spreading to each channel by spreading codes means for radio transmitting the multiplexed signals,

assigned to the transmitting data separated into said wherein data is not transmitted in another code in

plurality of channels, and the pilot symbols; transmitting period of said pilot symbols.

means for multiplexing the spread transmitting data and

each signal of the pilot symbols; and * + + * *
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